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Perfected beauty:
The geisha Azusa with
TOPAS TITANIUM.
More on pages 30 ff.

Japan

A Japanese cherry blossom rising
above the roofs of Kyoto.

36° 12 '17" N
138° 15' 10" E
KONNICHIWA
Since time immemorial we have been travelling to discover the

First of all, however, we would like to show you another world,

world. Every step we take expands our horizons. It is this fascination

that of our values and convictions, on the following pages. We

with discovery that makes us who we are and we would like to pass

hope that this report will convey to you some of the explorer’s

this on to you in the form of our luggage.

passion that characterises RIMOWA.
LIMBO in a traditional teahouse in Shizuoka.

It is the reason that we ourselves go on journeys of discovery with

THERE IS A WORLD AHEAD.

our catalogues. This time, we visited people and places in Japan
representing the unmistakable character of this country. This
resulted in exciting portraits and reports that cast their own, quite
special light on our fascination with Japan. With a certain pride,
I would also like to mention at this point our partnership with
NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC Germany, which lent even greater
depth to our travels through Japan.

Your Dieter Morszeck

THE RIMOWA BRAND
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RIMOWA –
TRAVELLING ON THE HIGHEST LEVEL.

Travelling is freedom experienced. It is courage and curiosity
lived and breathed. For our customers worldwide, RIMOWA
suitcases have become synonymous with travelling – challenging,
inspiring, passionate. A reputation that we refine every day.
After all, as a company that can look back on a hundred years of
tradition, RIMOWA knows how constant change is. The world is
getting smaller, and travelling is changing, just like the needs of
travellers. Nevertheless, there are values that never change in
the way RIMOWA sees itself. They form the DNA of our brand and
characterise each and every one of our steps.
They are inspiration, excellence, and pioneering spirit and we are
indebted to them for our unique position in the fascinating world
of travelling and discovery. They are the foundation of our tireless
efforts to think as visionaries. To question the status quo. To try
out new ways of pushing boundaries. Over the following pages
you will discover how we are inspired by these values to create
luggage that has become an indispensable travelling companion
of people all over the world.

INSPIRATION FINDS THOSE
WHO SEEK IT.
By keeping in motion, we learn what boundlessness really means.
To do this, all we need is a simple wish. The wish to find out what
else the world has to offer. A feeling that is strong enough to set
us in motion, to cause us to leave our familiar paths. This longing is
not only the starting point but also the objective of RIMOWA’s work.
We want to inspire people to live out their curiosity and to discover
new horizons. Because we believe that we can rise above ourselves
when we look beyond what is familiar.

WHAT DRIVES US – INSPIRATION
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WHAT DRIVES US – EXCELLENCE
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WHEN EXCELLENCE
BECOMES ATTITUDE.

Experience and ambition. Two opposing outlooks. Yet only together
do they form our definition of excellence: the constant search for
perfection. A way that takes the extra mile. A way that requires
more than just high quality. To a company that is a figurehead of
“German Engineering”, quality is a matter of course. But we go
further than that. We are never satisfied. Because we see more
potential in our products. Because RIMOWA suitcases are not only
handcrafted, but also an expression of our attitude to create something
special. In this way, handcraft becomes craftsmanship. How else
would you describe the perfect interaction of over 200 individual
parts? Or the outcome of over 90 operations that unite the most
advanced technology with the precision of genuine handcraft?
What deserves our undivided attention? Every detail.
Having a clear vision also means looking more closely. Finding
greatness in small things. Whether that be wheels, handles, or
even rivets – losing oneself in the details is not seen as narcissistic
pedantism at RIMOWA. This is reflected in our service: even the
smallest repairs are given our undivided attention. Ultimately, all
RIMOWA employees are committed not only to fulfilling, but also
to exceeding the expectations of our customers – and that over
the long term. After all, longevity is a value that is inherent in every
RIMOWA suitcase.

BECAUSE PIONEERING SPIRIT
KNOWS NO LIMITS.
ETH-Bibliothek Zurich, Image Archive

WHAT DRIVES US – PIONEERING SPIRIT
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How does it feel to be the first to conquer a peak? To take the first
step on terra incognita? To cross the boundaries of the familiar? For
people at RIMOWA, this is not just about excitement or restlessness,
but about igniting passion. A passion we hope our customers also
feel when they travel with our suitcases. At RIMOWA, this passion
is expressed in the form of a visionary, pioneering spirit. It is the
spirit of a philosophy that creates solutions that point the way ahead
for the entire sector. For example, in the fifties, RIMOWA introduced
the first aluminium suitcase, which set the standard for luggage
combining light weight and stability. And, in the early years of the
new millennium, it raised the standards even higher by launching
the first suitcase made from polycarbonate.
The courage of RIMOWA to venture onto new paths has revolutionised
suitcase making. Right up to the present day, as proven by the

Members of the expedition in front of the Junkers aircraft at the radio station. From left to right:
Dr Kurt Wegener, A Neumann, H H Hammer, F Duus. Top: W Löwe, Holbein, Wedekind.

innovative TSA LOCK® with ABUS locking cylinder. Or the Multiwheel®
system, which makes the suitcase particularly easy to steer and
manoeuvre. In this way, RIMOWA remains true to its role models –
the great pioneers of aviation – ever pushing the boundaries of
what is possible.

THE RIMOWA STORY –
TRAVELLING IS THE GOAL.

1919

2000

In 1919, RIMOWA experiences the birth of a masterpiece of engineering that will make a

RIMOWA enters the new millennium with the innovation that was to change everything:

lasting impression on the company: The world’s first all-metal passenger plane, the Junkers

Dieter Morszeck creates the first lightweight luggage collection made of polycarbonate – and

When something is based on passion, it is long-lasting. Like curiosity. Like sensing a new era.

F13, is unveiled to the public. Its form and material have been a source of unflagging inspiration

revolutionises the sector. Despite its light weight, this material used in aircraft construction

Or like the luggage made by RIMOWA. For more than a hundred years it has survived the

to RIMOWA ever since. Above all, the distinct appearance of the F13 later becomes the model

can withstand huge loads and is impact resistant. A new lightness enters travelling.

stresses and strains of countless travels – and the test of time. The legendary luggage

for the iconic grooved design of the aluminium suitcases.

with the grooves is seen to be timeless, and yet it is the outcome of a unique history.

2003
1937
RIMOWA suitcases are coveted all over the world – resulting in the continuous internatioA world innovation, the RIMOWA overseas suitcase made from light metal ignites a revolution

nalisation of the company. In 2003, the first store is opened in Hong Kong. This is followed

in suitcase production. The response also resounds through high society – the suitcases very

by others in Shanghai, New York, Milan, and Cologne – a total of 120 stores are opened to

quickly become a status symbol and cult object of the international jet set.

represent the global player all over the world.

1950

2015

The year 1950 marks the dawn of a new era for RIMOWA. TOPAS is the first aluminium

In 2015, RIMOWA lends new wings to the dream of flying, which has made such a deep

suitcase to sport the legendary grooves. The shining silver luggage becomes an icon of

impression on the company’s history. The international public witnesses the return of the

travelling – and paves the way for the global brand RIMOWA.

RIMOWA F13, a replica of the legendary Junkers F13 passenger plane.

1976

2016

In 1976, Dieter Morszeck again proves that he has an instinct for the right trends. The light

The suitcase maker again proves its powers of innovation in the form of the RIMOWA

Paul Morszeck’s ambitious goal to make the most modern luggage of all time marks the

metal suitcase TROPICANA reliably protects the sensitive equipment of photographers

Electronic Tag, an intelligent solution for identifying luggage. This smart system enables

beginning of a fascinating story of success. Its first chapters are written in a Cologne suitcase

and film crews against water, humidity, tropical heat, and arctic cold. Its properties make

travellers to use their smartphone to check in their luggage quickly and easily from home

factory – the birthplace of RIMOWA (Richard Morszeck trademark). Even these leather

this suitcase a coveted cult object of the international creative scene.

or en route – demonstrating yet again that RIMOWA plays a key role in designing the future

Richard Morszeck, son of the founder, the name behind RIMOWA,
and the inventor of the luggage with the grooves.

1898

suitcases establish a tradition that is still part of RIMOWA’s quality assurance: minimum weight
with maximum stability.

of travelling.

HISTORY
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RIMOWA ELECTRONIC TAG
THE FUTURE OF
COMFORTABLE TRAVELLING.
Thanks to the latest RIMOWA innovation, the RIMOWA Electronic Tag, travellers can

You can then send these with just one click via your smartphone to your piece of

now use their smartphone to check in their smart bag from the comfort of their own

luggage fitted with the RIMOWA Electronic Tag. The transfer takes only a few

homes, and hand it in within seconds at the airport.

moments. Afterwards, the luggage data appear on the data module. Now the
checked-in smart bag can be handed in within seconds at one of the airport’s semi- or

The RIMOWA Electronic Tag is based on digital technology that is integrated directly

fully automated luggage check-in stations.

into selected RIMOWA suitcase models. The RIMOWA Electronic Tag replaces the
usual paper label with a digital data module integrated into the suitcase. It displays

From 2016, the first leading airlines will be offering their passengers this new

digital luggage data in the same size and with the same appearance as today’s paper

convenient service, made possible by the RIMOWA Electronic Tag. Other airline

labels. The switch from analogue to digital is therefore quite simple. The same applies

partners are expected to introduce this new technology in the near future.

to its use: in future, in addition to a digital boarding pass, airlines will also provide their
passengers with digital luggage data for their booked flights.

www.rimowa-electronictag.com

“MODERN TRAVELLING MEANS
CAREFREE TRAVELLING.”

ELECTRONIC TAG
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AT THE HEART OF
CONSTANCY AND CHANGE –
RIMOWA IN JAPAN.

The power of imagination lived and breathed: Famous
architect Toyo Ito in his Tokyo office. More on pages 80 ff
One of Japan’s last traditional umbrella
makers, Kotaro Nishibori. More on pages 60 ff

A land full of contrasts that nevertheless nurtures its own special harmony. An island that has retained its unique
identity despite the influences from East and West. Japan is a place of encounters of the kind that can only
happen here, as hardly any other culture knows how to unite the traditional and the modern in such an impressive
manner, spanning the gap between age-old values and new visions. Whether on mist shrouded hills, on neon
lit streets, in high speed trains, or at kimono makers’, the dynamism of Japan captivates the traveller with each
new experience. Accompany our 2016 RIMOWA collection to the country that refuses to be categorised, but
is one thing unmistakably, and that is, pure fascination.

Whitening the skin is one of the established rituals of a geisha.
More on pages 30 ff

Cult director Takeshi Kitano in the spotlight.
More on pages 24 ff

Lunchtime in Kyoto with a selection of sushi.

The morning skyline of Tokyo.
Nearly 38 million people live in
the metropolitan region.

FASCINATION JAPAN
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FASCINATION JAPAN
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The annual Fukagawa Hachiman Festival in
Tokyo, where the shrine bearers are sprayed
with holy water.

FASCINATION JAPAN
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Colourful koi playing in
the water not far from the
Buddhist Asakusa Shrine.

FASCINATION JAPAN
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Tuna being prepared in the
early morning hours.

Octopus is just one of the great
many delicacies available at the Tsukiji
fish market in Tokyo.
Image on the right: Miso soup
simmering in a Kyoto restaurant.

TAKESHI KITANO, DIRECTOR / TOKYO
35°39'29.6"N
139°43'49.2"E
TOPAS

THE GREATEST FORCE
IS STRENGTH
OF CHARACTER.

Staying true to oneself without stagnating is also the
principle behind the TOPAS suitcase collection. Inspired
by the Junkers F13 aircraft, even at that time, the first
RIMOWA aluminium suitcase united maximum stability
with minimum weight – and thrilled travellers all over the
Takeshi Kitano looks over the
Roppongi Hills area of Tokyo.

world. The suitcase with the unmistakable grooves has
been and will continue to be refined on a continuous basis
and has never lost its status as a classic despite or rather
because of this. And so Kitano’s silence sounds a little
like a wordless tribute. Respect does not require many
words either.

Takeshi Kitano’s presence does not need many words. It
is particularly apparent in the moments when he is silent.
It is the kind of aura that we mean when we talk about
“original characters” – indisputable personalities. This is
what makes the encounter between Kitano, probably Japan’s
most distinguished director, and TOPAS, RIMOWA’s
legendary luggage, so exciting. Both have experienced
many transformations on their travels and yet both have
remained unmistakable.
Kitano gained fame as a comedian and show master in
Japan, yet this was only the beginning of a multi-faceted
career without equal. Contrary to all expectations and
reservations of fans and critics, Kitano became a film maker
and created some of the most impressive and candid
observations of Japanese cinema. Today, Kitano is also
known as a writer, essayist, and painter, and although his
work reveals much of himself, the quiet master always
keeps something of himself to himself.

Two TOPAS models
with Multiwheel®.

TOPAS
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TOPAS

THE UNMISTAKABLE ORIGINAL.

Everything in its place: Thanks to the individually
adjustable Flex-Divider system.

In 1950, a piece of luggage caused a sensation: TOPAS – the first RIMOWA suitcase with the iconic

All pieces of TOPAS luggage feature the Multiwheel® system, which guarantees effortless steering

grooves. They are reminiscent of the legendary F13 aircraft, the world’s first all-metal airliner.

and manoeuvring on four quality wheels. A further advantage for relaxed travelling is offered by

The underlying idea of minimum weight also links these two classics.

the Add-a-Bag Holder to which an additional piece of luggage can be attached. And for added
convenience: The new, digital RIMOWA Electronic Tag technology, which enables you to use your

Since then, we have continuously refined the original, which still ranks among the world’s lightest

smart device to check in your TOPAS suitcase quickly and easily, no matter where you are, and hand

and stablest luggage of its class. Its robust aluminium-magnesium shell reliably protects its

it in at the airport within seconds. More details on page 14.

contents. Perfect interior organisation is provided by two individually adjustable Flex-Dividers, so
that everything arrives in just the same way as it was packed.

Incidentally: What makes your TOPAS even more unmistakable is the fascinating individual patina
that forms a unique pattern on the aluminium shells after a number of travels.

The telescopic handle
with no pre-set stages
provides for greater
agility.

Ready for the future. The TOPAS
with Electronic Tag technology.

TOPAS
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AZUSA, GEISHA / KYOTO
35° 00' 00.9" N
135° 46' 46.1" E
TOPAS TITANIUM

ELEGANCE IS THE ONLY BEAUTY
THAT IS EVERLASTING.

The traditional makeup plays a crucial role here. For instance,
the white powder oshiroi is used to highlight the geisha’s
face in candlelight. In addition, the mask-like makeup is
intended to convey a subtle sensuousness because only
very little of the skin is directly exposed. A gracefulness
that links perfectly with the TOPAS TITANIUM style. The
fine colours and the subtle, yet exclusive details express
an aesthetic principle that does not need to be obtrusive.
But still you cannot help but be fascinated by the geisha
and the TOPAS TITANIUM. No matter in what era you
think you are.

Seeing geisha wandering through the historical district of
Kyoto gives you a sense of everlastingness. Ishibe Alley
with its traditional inns and teahouses does not appear
to have changed at all since the time of the emperors.
Although the TOPAS TITANIUM suitcase brings you back
to the present, it still seems out of place. This can be
explained by the same timeless elegance that the geisha
emanate – a beauty that needs no trends or fashion to be
fascinating. For the same reason, TOPAS TITANIUM is one
of the most coveted suitcases among the world’s lovers

An encounter with
the geisha Azusa in
the side streets of
Ishibe Alley in Kyoto.

of fine difference. A counter concept to the mass products
of our time.
The age-old geisha tradition is likewise far from becoming
a mass phenomenon. Just under a hundred women are
undergoing training in Kyoto. Besides customs like the
tea ceremony and dancing, they learn how to become
flawless beauties.

The geisha’s wig is arranged with great
attention to detail.

Donning a kimono involves
complicated tying and folding
techniques that demand the
greatest care and concentration.

TOPAS TITANIUM
A CLASS IN ITSELF.

Design and comfort at the highest level – the unmistakable TOPAS collection continues in luxurious

be tailored exactly to your needs thanks to the height adjustable Flex-Divider system and the

style with TOPAS TITANIUM. With an elegant titanium appearance, these suitcases prove their

generous space offered by the garment*, shoe, and laundry bags.

exclusive style in their own special way without sacrificing the tried and tested TOPAS robustness.
Further advantages in terms of comfort are provided by the Add-a-Bag Holder to which an additional
The exquisite titanium colour lends the elegant contours and the typical TOPAS design a unique

piece of luggage can easily be attached, the Multiwheel® system, and the telescopic handle with

deluxe character that is even further refined with an individual patina after a number of travels.

no pre-set stages for perceptibly greater freedom of movement. The first-class equipment for

This fine difference is apparent inside the case as well. TOPAS TITANIUM is fitted with a high quality

TOPAS TITANIUM is rounded off with innovative TSA LOCK® systems – even on the Beauty Case.

polyjacquard inner lining. Top marks go to the principle of organisation as well, which can
*From size 63, except the sizes Sport 75 and Sport 80.

Luxurious interiors are not only
found within four walls.

An additional piece of luggage can be
secured directly to the suitcase.

Light. Stable. And elegant in every respect.

Version with Electronic Tag.

TOPAS TITANIUM
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YUSUKE YATSUHASHI, DESIGNER / TOKYO
35° 40' 11.0" N
139° 42' 28.8" E
TOPAS STEALTH

Today, KURO has become an established jeans brand
that consolidates Japan’s reputation as a provider of the
world’s highest quality denims with every new collection.

BLACK IS NOT A COLOUR.
IT IS A STATEMENT.

A look behind the scenes clearly shows why: Making a pair
of KURO jeans from scratch takes about half a year. The
components are made in various factories all over Japan,
sometimes on old looms that had been restored specifically
for this work. Every stitch, every wash, and every cut
testifies to the highest level of consideration and care.
This is because Yatsuhashi wants the purchase of a pair of
KURO jeans to be a lasting investment in the buyer’s own
style. This is based on the conviction that you don’t need
many pairs of jeans in a lifetime, but you do need the right
ones. And where suitcases are concerned, one is often
enough – provided it is a RIMOWA.

Top designer Yatsuhashi in front of a
KURO shop window in Harajuku, Tokyo.

Whether black (or kuro in Japanese) really is a colour or
just the absence of it, is famously controversial. Yusuke
Yatsuhashi is not, however, concerned with this issue. For
him, black is effect, and that is all that counts. It is the
contrast to light, the definition of the impenetrable, and
yet there is no other (un)colour that triggers so many
associations for us. Or represents such supreme style. For
RIMOWA, the result of fascination with black is expressed
in TOPAS STEALTH, the most exclusive interpretation of
the TOPAS collection. The black aluminium is set apart,
rich in contrast, yet unassuming in its elegance.
Yatsuhashi has never designed a suitcase before, but the
inspiration behind TOPAS STEALTH is his. Yatsuhashi creates
jeans that combine urban chic with the refinement of
Japanese design and an extraordinary awareness of quality.
And they are often black. So it is no coincidence that
KURO is the name of the label that Yatsuhashi works for
as a top designer.

Yatsuhashi selecting
denim patterns.

TOPAS STEALTH
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TOPAS STEALTH
EXCLUSIVE ELEGANCE.

The unmistakable character of the original combined with black anodised aluminium shells –

provided by the telescopic handle with no pre-set stages and the Multiwheel® system for the

TOPAS STEALTH represents yet another highlight of the TOPAS collection. Including, of course,

effortless manoeuvring of TOPAS STEALTH.

high quality materials, precision workmanship, and exquisite equipment.
A TOPAS STEALTH is a beautiful sight at all times. After a number of travels, a particularly fascinating,
The external impression, which conveys exclusiveness at first glance, is continued in every

individual patina forms on the black anodised aluminium. Speaking of beautiful: there is no need

last detail of the interior. Thanks to the height adjustable Flex-Divider system, the suitcase can

for the Beauty Case, with its ingenious partition and fasteners for delicate containers and flasks,

be perfectly packed as required. The garment bag,* and shoe and laundry bags on the other side,

to shun the spotlight either.

The innovative TSA combination locks
can be opened and closed for security
checks without damaging the suitcase.

ensure that everything has its own place. With the Add-a-Bag Holder integrated discreetly in the
shell, an additional piece of luggage can be attached directly to the suitcase. Further comfort is

*From size 63, except the sizes Sport 75 and Sport 80.

And the telescopic handle with no
pre-set stages simplifies handling.

TOPAS STEALTH
with Electronic Tag.
Always accurate: The Business Multiwheel®
offers plenty of room and practical partition.

TOPAS STEALTH
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Training the next generation
of swordsmen at a kendo school
in Kyoto.

KENGO KIMURA, CUSTOM BIKE DESIGNER / HIROSHIMA
34° 21' 10.2" N
132° 26' 44.6" E
CLASSIC FLIGHT

CLASSICS DON’T MOVE
WITH THE TIMES.
THEY SHAPE THEM.

Heiwa motorcycles have found fans all over the world
who are more than happy to follow Kimura’s vision. The
mechanic himself pursues a philosophy that thrives
equally on respect for the classics as it does on passion for
creating something new and exciting. An ambition that is
not his alone. From such ambition, RIMOWA developed

The term “freedom” knows many interpretations, but is

CLASSIC FLIGHT. This retro aluminium collection is the

demonstrated with particular clarity in Kengo Kimura's

link between nostalgia and ultra modern concepts. The

work. For him, freedom is the starting point and outcome

suitcase is reminiscent of the pioneering days of aviation,

of his creation, self-determination a principle of life.

and yet it fulfils the requirements of modern travelling in

Kimura builds bikes at his HEIWA Motorcycles workshop

every respect. The starting point and outcome of these

in Hiroshima, a blend of antique shop and motorbike shop

requirements are, of course, freedom – to go where you

in a fifties style. According to his own special ideas. He
translates classical vintage bikes into modern, purist
interpretations without sacrificing their iconic character.

want, how you want. This is why Kimura himself likes to
Kengo Kimura insists on taking the
first test ride on a new HEIWA bike.

Form and material are reduced to their essentials, and yet
there remains something of undeniable beauty.

The proprietor of HEIWA Motorcycles
at his workbench.
Nostalgia in a
modern interpretation:
The CLASSIC FLIGHT.

ride out at the end of the day, along the coastal roads,
always certain that his freedom lies directly ahead of him.

Kimura builds only
20 to 25 bikes a year.

CLASSIC FLIGHT
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CLASSIC FLIGHT
TRADITIONALLY MODERN.

Shimmering silver aluminium-magnesium shells with the distinctive RIMOWA groove structure,

multi-stage telescopic handle, the individually adjustable Flex-Divider system, and the innovative

combined with fine, durable leather handles – CLASSIC FLIGHT unites the classical look from the

TSA LOCK®. The traditional meets the modern in smaller pieces of CLASSIC FLIGHT luggage, too:

early days of aviation with the features of modern, premium luggage.

They can easily be taken on board as carry-on luggage. The practical multi-functional compartments
inside the ATTACHÉ case keep important travelling companions like the notebook and mobile

The handmade CLASSIC FLIGHT suitcase collection is characterised by timeless elegance and

phone secure and within easy reach.

contemporary functionality in equal degree. While polished aluminium corners, an exclusive inner
lining, and nostalgic packing straps* emphasise the classical style, state of the art comfort is
provided by the progressive equipment details like the smooth running

Multiwheel®

system, a

*Traditional-looking packing straps in the one half of the suitcase, the individually adjustable Flex-Divider
system in the other.

Tradition meets modernity:
Leather handle on the one side, multistage telescopic handle on the other.

Special detail: Planes are engraved
on the CLASSIC FLIGHT rivets.

CLASSIC FLIGHT is available in
various models and sizes.

CLASSIC FLIGHT
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The high speed train Shinkansen snaking
through a vibrant Tokyo.

SHINKANSEN / FUKUYAMA
34° 29' 20.6" N
133° 21' 40.1" E
ATTACHÉ / PILOT

ONLY PRECISION
CAN SET
STANDARDS.
400,000 passengers take the
300 trains travelling between Tokyo
and Osaka every day.

The Japanese business world rotates quickly. Everything is
in motion. The ATTACHÉ and the PILOT, the professional
business luggage from RIMOWA, keep pace. Both collections are perfectly tuned to the modern day requirements
of business life. For the Japanese, perfect harmony is a
basic requirement for doing business. Punctuality, especially.
Anything else is seen as an extraordinary imposition. And yet
many foreigners find it hard to believe that on a yearly
average the high speed train Shinkensen is only ever late
by seconds – not minutes.
The train that looks so futuristic with its long snout is the
symbol of technical progress in Japan and the pride of

The noise levels are more like those of a library, and the

the entire nation. This can be seen, for instance, in the

speed of considerably more than 300 km/h is felt only

great respect and care taken in operating the train. When

when you look out of the window at the landscape whizzing

the Shinkansen pulls in, the railway personnel have been

past. At the end of the day, it’s all about punctuality.

known to greet it with a bow. And the conductors are

Progress in Japan waits for no one.

painstakingly meticulous about where the train comes to
a stop, so that the doors open exactly as marked on the
platform. Nothing can disturb this order, everything must
work precisely and smoothly. Even during the ride, there
is nothing to disturb you.

Expert for business travels:
The PILOT.

ATTACHÉ / PILOT
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ATTACHÉ / PILOT
FOR THE HIGHEST PROFESSIONAL REQUIREMENTS.

With the ATTACHÉ, you turn up neat, tidy, and stylish at every business meeting. The visual

The PILOT offers perfect organisation and quick access to its contents. The practical lid allows

appeal of its timeless aluminium design alone is impressive. The intelligent arrangement of its

direct access from above to all documents and other items. The interior can be organised to

interior offers space for a laptop and many other business items, making it the ideal companion in

optimal effect thanks to the detachable divider, the notebook bag, and the cable bag.

Perfection down to the last detail:
Compartment system in the lid,
perfectly structured interior.

business life.
For ease of transport, all models from the PILOT collection are fitted with a multi-stage telescopic
The comfortable equipment of the ATTACHÉ also includes a secure combination lock system with

handle and a very comfortable Multiwheel® system. On their four wheels, the suitcases can be

double lock and high quality automatic opener. In addition, every ATTACHÉ features a notebook

manoeuvred quickly and easily in all directions. Not just by pilots. Finally, the PILOT collection is

bag and an adjustable carrying strap.

also ideal as presentation cases for business travellers.
Always have one hand free thanks
to the adjustable carrying strap.

A high level of security is provided by the combination
lock system with double lock and automatic opener.

Organisation is one half of business life.
That’s no problem with the ATTACHÉ.

ATTACHÉ / PILOT
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Before a Japanese temple may
be entered, there must be a ritual
washing of the hands.

A glance into the
Sagano bamboo forest
in Kyoto.

KOTARO NISHIBORI, UMBRELLA MAKER / KYOTO
35° 02' 01.0" N
135° 45' 09.2" E
SALSA

NOTHING IS
HARDER TO ATTAIN
THAN LIGHTNESS.
What the age-old material bamboo has in common with
the innovative high-tech material polycarbonate is not
evident at first glance. In this case, however, you should trust
your hands more than your eyes. Then you’ll understand
what connects these two materials: a robustness that is
never cumbersome, but is light and mobile. The perfect
properties for products that offer strong protection, but
do not restrict our movements. Products like SALSA, the

His work is part of this constant change. The Hiyoshiya

first suitcase made from polycarbonate. Its minimum

company in Kyoto is one of the last of its kind to nurture

weight and maximum durability make SALSA one of the

the age-old handcraft of umbrella making in Japan.

most popular RIMOWA suitcase collections. Like Wagasa,

Nishibori took over the ailing company from his father-in-

the Japanese umbrella from the Hiyoshiya factory, which is

law and roused it from its deep sleep. He tried out new

made up of over fifty finely worked bamboo ribs that lend
stability without making the canopy too stiff. Flexibility is

Every step of the work demands
a lot of delicate skill.

and continuously refined the idea of Wagasa umbrellas.

the credo of its creator, Kotaro Nishibori, or, in his words:

Yet he always stuck to one principle: Stability and lightness

“Innovation that endures becomes the new tradition.” For

must not be mutually exclusive. Not for an umbrella and

Nishibori, tradition is something that does not stand still,

not for a suitcase like SALSA, either. In this case, Nishibori

but changes, something that must change, if it is to prevail.

can trust his hands.

Polycarbonate in its most
beautiful form: SALSA.

Umbrella maker Kotaro Nishibori
mixing the glue.

techniques, combined traditional and innovative materials,

SALSA
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SALSA

SALSA. THE WORLD’S FIRST POLYCARBONATE SUITCASE.
Minimum weight, maximum robustness – luggage cannot meet the highest requirements with

The advantages of polycarbonate as a material for the SALSA range are evident. Light, robust,

everyday solutions. This is why, in the year 2000, RIMOWA presented a revolutionary world

and flexible, these pieces of luggage can withstand even the most brutal stresses and strains of

innovation: SALSA, the first polycarbonate suitcase.

travelling with style. And so that no requirements are left unfulfilled in terms of comfort either,
SALSA suitcases feature a multi-stage telescopic handle for particularly convenient handling

Polycarbonate is so light and durable that it is the preferred, ideal material used in aircraft

and the Multiwheel® system for optimal manoeuvrability. In addition, the new digital RIMOWA

construction. This high-tech material is UV, cold, and heat resistant at temperatures from +125 °C

Electronic Tag technology enables you to use your smart device to check in your SALSA quickly

to −100 °C. In addition, polycarbonate is characterised by its huge flexibility: It yields under pressure,

and easily, no matter where you are, and hand it in at the airport within seconds. More details

then immediately assumes its original form.

on page 14.

The innovative, integrated TSA LOCK® can be opened
for security checks without being damaged.

A well-thought-out interior is the
hallmark of every SALSA.

The suitcase can be manoeuvred with the
greatest of ease thanks to the smooth
running wheels of the Multiwheel® system.

You can choose from four colours that complement the SALSA style:
Matte Black, Matte Blue, Matte Carmona Red, and Matte Bronze.
With optional Electronic Tag.

SALSA
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REI SHITO, FASHION BLOGGER / TOKYO
35° 39' 55.2" N
139° 42' 14.2" E
SALSA DELUXE

Rei Shito’s pictures have a purpose: to elevate the
supposedly everyday to the level of the special. She is one
of Japan’s most famous street photographers. Her “Style
from Tokyo” blog has discovered many trends and is thus
a key contributor to the country’s awareness of modern
fashion. This can be put down to her stylistic assurance,
but also to her photographs that not only show what is
on the surface. When she takes a picture, she manages
to capture the personality of people in that moment.
She documents the unmistakable. She finds this mostly in
the nuances, in the little things that make us special.
Shito can therefore appreciate the idea behind SALSA
DELUXE. The trendy suitcase with its fine details blends
seamlessly into the backdrop of Cat Street in Harajuku.
This Tokyo scene district is a place where individuality is
lived and breathed, a melting pot of creative energies.
Sometimes conspicuous, sometimes low key, yet always
wilful – between convention and avant-garde, everything
seems possible here. SALSA DELUXE is another, fascinating

WHEN STYLE IS MORE
THAN A SNAPSHOT.

accent in this picture. For Rei Shito, Harajuku is the real
catwalk for fashion in Japan. It almost seems as if the
dynamism of the capital city has been compressed into
this district, ensuring that the people here are always
a step ahead of the trend – if they’re not treading their
own paths, that is.

Rei Shito encounters most of her motifs
around Cat Street in Harajuku.

SALSA DELUXE
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SALSA DELUXE
ROBUST CAN BE THIS COMFORTABLE.

As a further development of the world’s first polycarbonate suitcase SALSA, the SALSA DELUXE

The SALSA DELUXE 3-Suiter features two chambers to keep your clothing separate from your

collection presents a convincing combination of the outstanding advantages associated with this

other travel items. Even greater convenience is provided by SALSA DELUXE HYBRID, an innovative

high-tech material: minimum weight with maximum robustness. Yet the SALSA DELUXE collection

combination of polycarbonate and durable keprotec®, reinforced with Kevlar® brand fibres.* The

has even more to offer.

spacious front pockets on this luxury version ensure your important travel items are within reach
at all times – without having to open the suitcase.

Luxury features like the telescopic handle with no pre-set stages and the noise-reduced wheel
system make every trip a comfortable experience. Also, additional luggage can be attached direc-

*DuPont™ and Kevlar® are registered trademarks of DuPont™ or one of its affiliated companies.

The spacious front pockets on the
SALSA DELUXE HYBRID ensure
your important travel items are within
reach at all times without having to
open the suitcase.

An additional piece of luggage can
be attached directly to the Add-a-Bag
Holder on the suitcase.

tly to the Add-a-Bag Holder integrated in the suitcase shell for even greater convenience.

Four stylish colour variations: Brown, Oriental Red, Yachting Blue, and Black.
With optional Electronic Tag. More details on page 14.

This 3-Suiter with two-chamber
system enables you to access your
clothing and travel items separately.
It also comes with a garment bag
with integrated shirt bag.

SALSA DELUXE
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RIE YASUMI, POET / HOKKAIDO
43° 04' 43.0" N
142° 35' 42.2" E
SALSA AIR

Between the lines: Rie Yasumi often
finds her inspiration in nature.

The Japanese art of poetry often attaches just as much
importance to what is not said as to what is said. The short
poems, called haiku or senryū, first become complete in
the reader’s experience of them. The reader’s emotional

A sea of clouds settles down in the
valley of Unkai Terrace.

world fills the gaps, makes the text tangible and lends it its
intimacy. One powerful example is Rie Yasumi’s reflection
on her yearning for faraway places. Although the translation
can never do full justice to the original text, the sparse
words nonetheless have a power to move us:
– Make the heart that yearns for faraway places
your companion on your journey. –
You may think when glancing over this poetry that it is
trivial. But if you let it take effect, you will see its depth.
The art of “leaving out” requires a sensitive and precise
understanding of what is essential.

And it is precisely this understanding that created SALSA
AIR. Its extremely reduced weight makes it the lightest
RIMOWA suitcase. Despite this, SALSA AIR lacks nothing,
but offers everything customers have come to expect
from a RIMOWA product. This “added” lightness lends

THE ART OF OMISSION.

each journey a light-heartedness that offers scope for
inspiration. Perhaps enough write poetry.

SALSA AIR
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SALSA AIR
TRAVELLING MADE EVEN EASIER.

Maximum stability and even less weight than the luggage of other SALSA collections? There is

Integrated in both halves of the suitcase, the net covers with zips provide secure fastenings for the

nothing lighter than the SALSA AIR suitcases, which are an extra 30% lighter than the traditional

contents and practical access from both sides. A lining with an airiness and robustness resembling

SALSA collection. A polycarbonate suitcase can’t possibly weigh much less than that.

parachute silk emphasises the exclusive SALSA AIR character.

This lightweight suitcase is packed with features that make travelling not only easier, but also more

You want to take less weight with you on board, but don’t want to leave anything behind? You’ve

comfortable. For instance, the multi-stage mono-telescopic handle optimises manoeuvrability,

got it in your hand. The extremely light SALSA AIR ULTRALIGHT can easily be used as carry-on

and the Multiwheel® system ensures smooth movements in all directions.

luggage. And for the little travelling companions, we recommend SALSA AIR MINI. Its lightness

For optimal manoeuvrability:
SALSA AIR features an integrated,
multi-stage mono-telescopic handle.

A practical idea: Net covers with zips are
integrated in both halves of the suitcase.

promises great travelling fun.

Quiet and agile:
The Multiwheel® system.

Scarcely any weight. But a lot of colour options: SALSA AIR in the trendy colours
Guards Red, Navy Blue, Ultra Violet, Ice Blue, and Lime Green.

SALSA AIR
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The old part of Kyoto is home to many
fascinating temple gardens.

A visit to a traditional pottery is a
must for anyone visiting Kyoto.

TOYO ITO, ARCHITECT / TOKYO
35° 40' 25.5" N
139° 45' 56.3" E
BOLERO

EVERY VISION
NEEDS
ITS SPACE.

Through this, he sees architecture not as a vain end in itself,
but as something that must always cater to the needs of
people. What may sound banal at first is in fact the core of
a philosophy that is constantly questioning itself.
For a hundred years now, RIMOWA has been proving
that this philosophy leads to success. And in luggage that
combines outstanding aesthetics with the highest functionality – the BOLERO. This polycarbonate suitcase has a
high level of flexibility thanks to its many features, but still
follows a clear design language. It proves how practical
beauty can be. Just as it is interpreted by a Toyo Ito.

In architecture, light and shadow, heaviness and lightness
are close to each other. And in Tokyo, perhaps a little closer.
The extremely high building density in this metropolis
pushes everything a little closer together. If you want to
create some space, you must be able to assert yourself –
or have a vision that makes its own space. Toyo Ito has many
of these visions, and he has made them reality. In 2013,
he was awarded the Pritzker Architecture Prize, the most
significant award for architects.
His projects have introduced a special interplay of light
and form to the capital city. Like, for instance, the glowing
colours that radiate through the high arched windows of
Tama Art University Library. Or the lightness that lifts the
Mikimoto building into the Tokyo sky. The façade windows
are inspired by bubbles rising in water, and inside the light
shimmers as it does through a treetop. Ito’s work contains
a certain playfulness born of a conscious naivety.

Grand designs are not born on
the drawing board alone.

Toyo Ito inspecting
his latest creations.

BOLERO
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BOLERO

COMBINING PLEASURE WITH UTILITY.
Light, robust, and practical down to the last detail. Developed specifically for business travellers,

The carrying handle on a BOLERO suitcase lies especially comfortably in the hand, when it is

the BOLERO collection combines the typical advantages of a polycarbonate suitcase with functional

lifted, too. The well-thought-out interior lined with polyjacquard organises your belongings from

highlights for even greater travelling comfort. The spacious front pocket made of hard-wearing

start to finish. In addition, the BOLERO Notebook and BOLERO Business Multiwheel® models

fabric – durable

keprotec®,

reinforced with

Kevlar®

brand fibres* –keeps travel documents,

business papers and newspapers within easy reach. Wasting time opening and closing the suitcase

feature an integrated laptop bag. Everything in place, securely stowed and easily transported –
business travels can be this easy.

Thanks to the multi-stage
telescopic handle, BOLERO
always follows suit.

en route or searching in vain for that specific item is now a thing of the past. The multi-stage
telescopic handle ensures optimal manoeuvrability, and the Multiwheel® system provides for

*DuPont™ and Kevlar® are registered trademarks of DuPont™ or one of its affiliated companies.

particularly smooth movement.

The practical front pocket
enables you to keep everything
within easy reach without having
to open the suitcase.

A genuine talent for organisation.

BOLERO
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STÉPHANE DANTON, TEA SOMMELIER / TSUCHIYA
35° 03' 44.2" N
138° 04' 34.9" E
LIMBO

BETWEEN WORLDS.
Conflicts often give rise to something special. Like the

wine sommelier came to Japan in the early nineties and he

suitcase collection LIMBO, which combines polycarbonate

quickly learned the differences between the two cultures.

and aluminium – and therefore the best of both worlds.

He noticed that one of the country’s most fascinating

A light suitcase shell supported by a strong frame lends

traditions, that of green tea, was of very little interest to

the LIMBO its perfect balance. Balance also defines the

both foreigners and young Japanese people. To change this

life of Stéphane Danton. He is somebody with a fine sense

state of affairs became the calling of this man from Lyon.

of the right proportions. As is evident in his work as an
expert in and ambassador for Japanese tea. But, above all,

Danton decided to open his own tea shop, or ocharaka, in

in his everyday life as a Frenchman in Tokyo. The qualified

Tokyo’s Kichijōji neighbourhood.

Aluminium and polycarbonate
in perfect harmony.

Here he creates modern blends that initiate a dialogue
between Oriental and Occidental tastes. And reintroduce
young Japanese people to their own culture. Danton
communicates this via the senses. His experiences of
wine tasting taught him to convey tea to his customers
via the sense of smell. This enables them to gain a deeper
understanding of the ingredients. His meticulousness and
dedication in selecting his teas drive him to the remotest
corners of the country. And so he often finds himself in
places, far from the city’s hustle and bustle, that are governed
by their own, quite special harmony. Danton likes to be in
the tea fields, relishing the natural quietude, his eyes lost
in the lush green of the hills. This Frenchman in Japan has
himself become part of that balance which makes this
country so unique. Unique like the balance between
polycarbonate and aluminium in LIMBO.

LIMBO

THE BEST OF TWO WORLDS.
Aluminium and polycarbonate – two high-tech materials that characterise RIMOWA like no other

extremely heavy suitcases with ease. And you can attach an additional piece of luggage directly

brand. As an intelligent combination in the LIMBO collection, the advantages of these two materials

onto the suitcase with the Add-a-Bag Holder. Special luggage, special comfort: LIMBO Business

are presented for your convenience.

Multiwheel® offers a particularly transparent partition of compartments, the Beauty Case an
intelligent combination of cosmetics pockets, and the Attaché Case a lot of useful accessories.

Strong aluminium-magnesium alloy frames provide a stable support for the light and equally

In addition, the recessed leverage locks in the frame feature an individually resettable combination

robust polycarbonate suitcase shells. The elegant, characteristic design conceals functions that

code and TSA technology for the maximum level of security. Speaking of comfort: The new,

promise relaxation even before you have embarked on your journey. For instance, you can arrange

digital RIMOWA Electronic Tag technology enables you to use your smart device to check in your

the height adjustable Flex-Divider system so that the interior is organised precisely according

LIMBO quickly and easily, no matter where you are, and hand it in at the airport within seconds.

to the volume of your packed items. The Multiwheel® system enables you to manoeuvre even

More details on page 14.
LIMBO combines ultra modern
materials with suitcase making.

Fascinating selection: The colours Creme White,
Granite Brown, Carmona Red, Night Blue, and Black.
Version with Electronic Tag.

LIMBO
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JOTARO SAITO, KIMONO DESIGNER / KYOTO
35° 06' 30.6" N
135° 56' 49.2" E
BOSSA NOVA

PERFECTION
CANNOT BE ATTAINED.
IT IS CREATED.
If the kimono is seen as a composition, Jotaro Saito is the

Yet it is not only the glamour that transforms Saito’s

virtuoso that turns it into a masterpiece. He has given

creations into coveted objects of prestige. The meticulously

a new lightness to the complex interplay of colours and

handcrafted robes are also regarded as the non plus ultra

patterns, layers and folds. And restored the kimono, long

of quality in the textile sector. The filigree embroidery, the

thought antiquated, to the limelight of the catwalks.

quality dyeings, and the exquisite fabrics are the expression

When he was 27, he was Japan’s youngest kimono designer

of the designer’s claim to perfectionism.

to host his own fashion show. Since then, his collections
have become a permanent feature of Tokyo Fashion Week,

RIMOWA has interpreted this love for detail in the form

leading to a renaissance of the kimono beyond solemn

of its BOSSA NOVA. In this collection, the promise of

Japanese ceremonies and folklore.

luxury is realised in the high quality inner lining and the
fine decorative stitching. In Kyoto, the cradle of ancient
Jotaro Saito sitting over his drawings.

Japanese tradition, the spirit of perfection is everywhere.
Yet is a relaxed feeling, characterised more by peacefulness
and discretion than by zeal and compulsion. It is also the
place where Saito learned the art of kimono making from
his father. By repeatedly reconciling the old and the new,
Japan is creating a vision that is pure and yet ever changing.
And that inspires us again and again.

Here the luxurious silk fabric
is given its painted patterns.

BOSSA NOVA
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BOSSA NOVA
HIGH QUALITY THROUGHOUT.

Luxurious, traditional, and with a great love of detail – BOSSA NOVA is setting special trends.

organisation in the suitcase. And an Add-a-Bag Holder integrated in the suitcase shell enables you

High quality materials, precision workmanship, and polycarbonate in refined jet green emanate

to take even more: an additional piece of luggage can easily be attached to the suitcase.

exclusiveness at the very first glance. Added to this is the comfortably padded handle of fine and
equally durable cowhide. Including distinctive decorative stitching that also adorns the quality

A good feeling of security at the airport is instilled by innovative TSA LOCK® systems that can

leather on the corners of the BOSSA NOVA.

be opened and closed by security personnel without causing damage to the suitcase. It is also
great when you check in your BOSSA NOVA with a simple click, either at home or en route, and

This love of detail also characterises the interior. Covering all of the interior, the quilt-patterned

hand it in without having to wait in queues at the airport. The new digital RIMOWA Electronic Tag

fabric liner is reminiscent of parachute silk, and the Flex-Divider system provides for perfect

technology makes this possible. More details on page 14.

Fitted with the RIMOWA Electronic Tag,
the BOSSA NOVA takes you into the future
of comfortable travelling.

The elegant Jet Green can be
combined with Green or Beige.

Quality handcrafted attachments serve as robust
reinforcements and are very eye-catching, too.
The interior is covered with
a full fabric lining.

BOSSA NOVA
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DISCOVERY AS A PRINCIPLE –

RIMOWA NATIONAL
GEOGRAPHIC.
You are best exploring the world with a RIMOWA suitcase.

And even today, when every metre of the planet seems to have

Joined by the reporter Sonja Blaschke and the photographer

Or with a NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC.

been documented meticulously, NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC

Mike Yamashita, we shall be accompanying two people over

The 33 men who founded the National Geographic Society

still succeeds in finding new pictures and stories to kindle

the following pages who are intimately familiar with Japan

in Washington in 1888 wanted no less than to augment and

our longing for distant climes. So it made sense when

and yet never fail to be truly fascinated by this country.

proliferate geographical knowledge. Their reports took

RIMOWA and NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC Germany finally

We are confident that you will find our report just as thrilling

readers on spectacular expeditions, showing how wonderful

got together and went in search of the inspiration that makes

as we do. Seeing that Dieter Morszeck greeted you with a

adventure was in far off places.

the world that little bit more amazing for us.

konnichiwa in the introduction to this catalogue, we would
now like to say goodbye to you with a heartfelt sayōnara!

STORY: SONJA BLASCHKE

PHOTOS: MICHAEL YAMASHITA

Beauty
Hidden

Our reporter has lived in Japan for more than
a decade. So we asked her: Where would she go
to seek the roots of this millennia-old culture?
Where is Japan most Japanese? Follow her on
a journey of discovery.

The Japanese love the brilliant colours of autumn. When the leaves begin to change their hue, the brilliant oranges
and reds are replicated everywhere – even in dessert decorations.
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Pages 102/103: There are many small thermal bath destinations, like Yamanaka Onsen, around the town of Kaga
on Japan’s western coast. Bathing in hot springs is a custom going back 1,300 years. Guests sleep in traditional inns
called ryokan. In Hoshi Ryokan (photo) guests are greeted with a cup of green tea.
Pages 104/105: 350 years ago, Hamarikyu Gardens in central Tokyo were reserved for the shogun, Japan’s feudal
overlord. Today ordinary citizens can take refuge in its stillness and peace.
Left: Kobe, a metropolis on the southern coast of Honshu, is one of Japan’s most important ports. The eponymous
high-quality beef, beloved by gourmets worldwide, also comes from the region. The Sannomiya neighbourhood is
a popular meeting place for young people, with karaoke bars providing some of the main attractions.

I

am sitting on a red felt cushion, on a floor made
of rice-straw mats, in a teahouse on a tiny speck
of an island. The teahouse is connected to the
shore by narrow cedar-wood bridges draped with
wisteria. A light breeze carries the scent of the
sea through the open sliding doors.
A young woman in clothes like the ones Zen monks
wear to work brings in a black- and red-lacquered tray
and sets it down gently in front of me.
“Dozo – here you go,” she says, and bows.
I’m in the middle of Tokyo, in the centre of Japan’s
capital, but on this island in Hamarikyu Park it’s peaceful
and quiet. There are 37 million people in this metropolitan area, but right now they all seem very far away.
On a few of the stones in the bright green water, ducklings sit sleepily in the sun. On the shore I spot a heron,
its gaze fixed on the small fish that sometimes spring
above the water’s still surface. Lost in thought, I gaze at
the reflections of trees in the pond’s surface.

Behind the idyllic scene rise the futuristic glass towers
of modern Shiodome district. That’s how I imagined all
of Japan when I first moved here from my native Germany ten years ago: Super modern, a high-tech nation of
robotics firms and electronics giants. But as the years
passed, I learned that Japan had much more to offer.
It’s sometimes unbelievably traditional and old-fashioned: In the provinces beyond Tokyo’s sprawl, little has
changed since the 1970s. Even today it’s impossible to
reach many organisations via e-mail. You still have to
send a fax.
Carefully, I cut the sweet red adzuki bean paste on the
tray into pieces and eat it slowly, savouring each bite. I
take the ceramic bowl of green matcha tea in the palm of
my hand and take three or four big sips. The bean paste –
lovingly shaped to look like an apple, complete with
leaves and a ladybird – is quite sweet. Afterwards, the tea,
made with ground leaves and whipped with a bamboo
whisk, tastes especially intense.

On my many trips through Japan, there are a few
places I would have liked to stay longer. They worked a
sort of magic on me, spells that still haven’t worn off. But
now I want to return. I want to understand why the
traditional Japanese onsen hot springs town I visited on
the country’s west coast so captivated me. I want to understand how Omori, an out-of-the-way village full of
stories and history, has preserved a Japan one can barely
imagine when living in the urban jungle of Tokyo. And
finally, I want to dive once more with dolphins, precisely
because they were so unforgettable.

S

itting in the teahouse, I make myself a short list.
I connect the dots on a map and plan a route. Back
in my apartment, I pack a small suitcase and a
rucksack, ready to head out the next morning for the
three spots I think combine the best of what Japan has to
offer: Hot springs and handicrafts, culture and history,
nature and adventure.

Japan
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Left: A bamboo forest on the edge of Omori, an isolated
Japanese village. The town’s name means “big forest.”
Right: Chef Hiroyuki Atsuzawa focuses on preparing
Kobe beef. Beginners, he says, are not allowed to touch
the pricey meat: They must practise on tofu first.
Atsuzawa’s restaurant, “Kobe Plaisir”, serves authentic
Kobe steak. It comes from specific breeds of cow raised
in Tajima, north of Kobe.

My first destination is the Yamanaka Onsen. It’s easily
reached from Tokyo on the high-speed shinkansen train.
Out the window, the city’s suburbs rush by, then the small
cities along the way. Here and there, between tunnels, I
catch a glimpse of traditional farmhouses in mountain
valleys. In Kanazawa, the capital of Ishikawa prefecture,
I switch to a regional train headed for Kaga Onsen, a cluster of four towns known for their thermal baths.
The region’s springs were discovered 1,300 years ago
by Japanese monks, then forgotten. They were rediscovered by accident: Someone noticed herons warming their
feet in the water and figured that would be pleasant for
people, too.
Unlike other thermal bath destinations, the board and
lodging in Yamanaka is only on one riverbank. The other
side of the river is unspoiled nature. “Every once in a
while, a bear comes out of the underbrush. Guests with
river views often see monkeys or mountain goats,” says
Makoto Kamide. The 74-year-old has spent his entire life
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here and remembers playing in the river as a young boy.
“We gave all the cliffs names. This one here? ‘Devil’s
Cliff,’” he says, pointing to an overgrown block of stone in
the middle of the stream. Next to it, the current is so
strong only older children were allowed to swim there.

F

or about a century, there have been hiking trails
along the Kakusenkei Gorge. Accompanied by the
buzz of cicadas, we clamber over tree roots and
find relief from the heat in the shade of trees along the
riverbank. In the spring, cherry trees in bloom invite
visitors to hanami, Japan’s traditional cherry blossom
festival. And in the autumn, the vivid green of the many
maple trees turns a brilliant red.
Around a bend in the trail, I spot the red umbrellas of
beloved teahouse Kakusenkei Kawadoko. It’s only open
in the warm season. Couples and families perch on wood
stools in the shade, enjoying tea and cakes. I join them.
To my left, the river babbles softly; to the right, a small

waterfall pours into a pond. A small statue of the guardian
god Jizo perched in a hollow in the cliff wall watches over
us as we drink.
Kamide directs my attention to the exquisite lacquerware. It’s a local speciality. With only 10,000 people, the
area still produces more lacquerware than anywhere else
in Japan. When I watch craftsmen at work, it never ceases
to amaze me how they can transform a simple piece of
wood into a delicate rice bowl or elegant drinking cup
through countless applications of lacquer tree sap, or
urushi. It’s a singular expression of refinement and craft.
Yamanaka Onsen visitors can try their hands at a
variety of different crafts. Today, the young woodworker
Hirozaku Kitano is my guide: First he places a wood blank
in a lathe. I press a pedal, and the block of wood begins to
spin. Together, we apply a sharp tool as Kitano guides my
hand and we pull the knife purposefully to the right.
Wood chips rain down on the workbench. Spin, pull,
repeat: Slowly, the form I had imagined begins to take

The storybook village seems
to have come straight out of
the age of samurai warriors,
which ended 150 years ago.
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shape. Finally I carve my name in Japanese in the bottom
of the bowl. Then Kitano takes over. The 22-year-old
artisan carves the inside of the bowl smooth. Not too
thick, not too thin: That’s where the true art lies.
Japan’s technological leadership has its roots in this
centuries-old tradition of craftsmanship. Ceramics,
papermaking, lacquerware: Japanese artisans have mastered the art of working with difficult materials. This
knowledge is protected and cherished as a national
treasure. No one else on Earth is as detail-loving, so
obsessed with perfection. Over and over, when I pick up
a piece of flawless pottery or lacquerware, I think it
must be machine-made. And yet it’s hand-crafted.
The next day, I buy an eki-ben at the station. It’s a
lunch box filled with regional specialities, ideal for a train
journey. I’ve got a long day ahead of me: All the way to
Shimane prefecture, in western Japan. The village awaiting me isn’t just one of the most beautiful in the country,
it’s also one with a fascinating history.

The shinkansen passes through the imperial capital of
Kyoto and the port city of Kobe on its way to Hiroshima.
From there, I take a three-hour bus ride deep into the
Japanese countryside. White clouds wreath the mountainsides as I pass rice fields and bamboo forests. Along
the road I spot old farmhouses with gleaming brown and
black tile roofs and shrines to long-departed ancestors.
The Japanese call landscapes like this, where man and
nature live in harmony, satoyama. Despite its beauty, the
countryside has a lonely feel. No one passes through here
by chance.
I’m headed for Omori, a town with just 400 inhabitants not far from the old silver mine of Iwami Ginzan.
Omori means “big forest.” The name fits: The town is
enveloped by thick stands of trees. Most of the one- and
two-storey houses cling to a single, narrow street that
slopes upwards for most of its mile-long course.
The village is aesthetically harmonious, as though
each house was crafted by the same hand. The facades are

painted white or ochre and clad in dark wood. Potted
plants sit out front, and bitter melon vines wind up trellises attached to the gutters. A few of the roof tiles are
decorated with the face of Ebisu, one of seven gods
thought to bring luck in Japan. His grinning face protects
the inhabitants from misfortune. There are almost no
cars. A chorus of insects accompanies a murmuring brook
that runs the length of town.

T

his storybook village appears to have come
straight out of the age of samurai warriors, which
ended 150 years ago. As I wend my way through
its narrow streets, I feel as though I can sense its former
prosperity. In the early 17th century, a third of the world’s
silver came from Japan – most of it clawed from the
depths of the Iwami Ginzan.
Sumi Ito is my guide along narrow paths through the
nearby forest. Here and there, weathered stairs ascend
steeply. Isolated rays of sun cast spotlights on the forest

floor. Ito, 68, shows me small, moss-covered stones on the
side of the trail. “Those are old gravestones,” she says.
“They must have slid down the mountainsides.” Further
along, we stumble across a stone trough that was used for
ritual washing before prayer. In the Edo period, between
1603 and 1868, the town boasted more than 100 temples.
Based on their ruins, experts have estimated the area’s
population at up to 200,000 during Iwami Ginzan’s
heyday in the 16th and 17th centuries.
The mines were rediscovered 20 years ago, but only
two of an estimated 600 surviving shafts and tunnels are
open to tourists. In one, named Ryugenji, Ito can stand
upright, but I have to duck my head.
Working in the inky darkness of the tunnels wasn’t for
the faint of heart. Ito shows me a snail shell filled with
vegetable oil that would have served early miners as a
lamp – and a warning system when oxygen in the caves
was running low. To protect their lungs from dust, they
smeared mashed green plums across fabric masks.

In 2007, Unesco awarded the Iwami Ginzan
silver mines and the surrounding landscape
World Heritage status. Omori, today a village
of just 400 people, is a part of the site.
Experts estimate the region used to be home
to 200,000 people. It’s hard to believe
looking at the town’s tiny rice fields (facing
page, left) and thick forests. The traditional
gardens (facing page, right) and the beautifully restored houses, with their wood
facades and tile roofs, make visitors feel like
they’re back in the Edo period (1603-1868),
a time when Japanese culture also flourished.
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Left: A street food stand in Kobe serves Chinesestyle dishes like tantanmen (a noodle soup), steamed
dumplings and Peking duck. The Japanese usually
stay at the food stands. Eating while walking is definitely
frowned upon.

Mikurajima, 200 miles south of Tokyo, is known for wild bottlenose dolphins, a species
recognisable by their short beaks. They grow to between six and 13 feet in length.
For the last 20 years, visitors have been able to dive and swim with the animals (above)
in any weather. When our reporter visited, the edges of a typhoon made for rough seas.
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Pages 114/115: Relaxing over green tea and cake at Yamanaka Onsen.
Left: In the gloom of the Gohyakurakan caves, visitors gaze at 500 stone figures
of Buddhist monks, illuminated only by candlelight. Each looks slightly different.
People say that everyone who comes to the cave sees a sculpture that resembles
a deceased family member.
Centre: A Japanese aesthetic at the entrance of a samurai-era house in Omori.
This door would be used only by high-ranking guests and the lord of the house.
Right: In Japan, shoes are removed at the door. Guests at this ryokan wear
slippers indoors.

The mines lost their importance at the end of the 19th
century, and people sought work elsewhere. The mine
and everything it made possible fell into a deep slumber.

T

he man responsible for Omori’s transformation
from decaying hamlet to secret for nature lovers
and people looking to relax is Toshiro Nakamura,
a white-haired craftsman whose business makes prostheses. There are none of the 24-hour convenience stores
ubiquitous elsewhere in Japan here, none of the chain
outlets that turn most places into sterile versions of
everywhere else.
As a result, the ghost town has become a place where
you can breathe freely. Lots of young people have come
to enjoy the quality of life here, working in the tourist
industry or for Nakamura, who employs 80 full- and parttime workers. Just a few years ago, the nursery school was
about to close; now it has a group of 13 young children.
“It’s like a dream – it moves me to tears,” Nakamura says.
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“I want to create a destination, a city where people
want to live,” says Nakamura. The latest arrivals indicate
he’s close to achieving his goal: A baker and a pastry chef,
both of whom earned their certificates in Germany, want
to move to Omori with their children in the autumn to
open their own business.
Ideally, I’d stay in Omori longer. It’s one of the most
beautiful spots in Japan, as far as I’m concerned. The
village is one of the few places I’ve been where the simple
charm of traditional Japanese architecture, a style that
has captivated me since my childhood, expresses itself in
such a pure form. But I’ve got to head back to Tokyo. I’ve
planned a little adventure to cap off my mini-tour of
Japan: I’m going to swim with dolphins in the open ocean.
First, though, I have to get to the Izu isles. They’re a
few hours’ ferry ride from Tokyo, and the perfect contrast
to the capital’s urban crush. One of my favourites is the
muffin-shaped island of Mikurajima. The peak of a
dormant volcano, it’s just three and a half miles across

and best-known for its primeval forests, clean water and
bottlenose dolphins. It’s been possible to swim with the
creatures in their natural environment as part of organised tours for 20 years now.
In the evening, I meet my fellow swimmers, a group of
men and women between their early 20s and their early
40s. We’re gathered on Tokyo’s Takeshiba pier, where
boats leave for far-flung islands in the Izu chain.
Our guide is Mizuki Nakagawa. The deeply-tanned
21-year-old fell in love with dolphins after visiting an
aquarium with her grandmother as a child. She attended
a school in Tokyo where she learned all about dolphins.
“I could talk about dolphins all day long,” she says, a smile
spreading across her face. “I made my dream come true!”
At six o’clock the next morning, the ferry arrives in
Mikurajima. As I make my way across the gangplank, it
is suddenly pushed sidewards by a powerful gust of wind.
We’re told by our hosts at the family-run Minshuku
Miura pension that the strong winds battering the boat

are the remnants of Typhoon 13. They urge us to swim
once with the dolphins and then hurry to catch the midday ferry back to Tokyo. Otherwise we could be sitting on
the remote island for days.
“Let’s go to a shrine and pray that we can swim with
dolphins today,” our guide says with playful earnestness.
“If you don’t pray, you won’t see dolphins.” Thereafter we
rush to pull on our wetsuits, grab swim fins and climb into
a small boat. As soon as we leave the shelter of the harbour, the rough seas begin to slam the boat. As we look
out for dolphin fins, I cling to my bench and the side of
the boat, hoping an errant wave doesn’t catapult me over
the side.
A few hundred yards away, we spot people in wet suits
jumping out of two other boats. “Iruka!” Dolphins!
Nakagawa cries suddenly. “Here they come!” Before we
leave the boat, she reminds us sharply not to touch them.
“If they want to play, they’ll come to us,” she says.
I drop over the side. It’s August, and the water is com-

fortably warm. Snorkel in my mouth, dive goggles on,
I glide away from the boat. Soon, I see gleaming bodies
deep below. A dozen animals swim underneath and
around me, in pairs and small groups. Their grace and
playful curiosity are, as ever, overwhelming. On an earlier
trip, I could hear them singing, a sound that reminded me
of an underwater giggle.

A

A few years ago, the nursery
school was about to close.
Now it has a group of 13
young children to look after.

fter about two hours, we make our way back – just
after a last, unexpected visit from two curious
dolphins. As one, we cheer as the boat leaps
across the towering waves.
Back in the harbour, a worker approaches us. He’s got
just one thing to say: “Kekko.” Cancelled. The ferry’s been
called off, nothing unusual for Mikurajima. The island
has a small harbour for fishing boats, but big ferries are
out of luck in seas like this.
Our tour guide suggests hopping on a small fishing
boat to neighbouring Miyakejima, where the ferry almost
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AN ISOLATED ARCHIPELAGO
Stone tools, dated to 40,000 years ago, mark the first
occupation of the Japanese archipelago. Between ca
14,500 and 300 BC, Jomon hunter-gatherers dominated
the islands. Buddhism imported from China was
introduced around 600 AD. In 1600, after centuries of
warfare, Japan entered the relatively peaceful Edo
Period, during which the ruling Tokugawa clan kept the
country closed to outsiders. Economic pressure from
the outside opened Japan once again in the mid-19th
century. Today, Japan is one of the world’s leading
industrial nations.

AREA
ENLARGED,
RIGHT

A dozen dolphins swim
around me. Their grace and
playful curiosity are overwhelming.

always shows up. We’re not allowed on the boat’s deck,
though. “You’d go right overboard!” Nakagawa warns.
Reluctantly, I follow the rest of the troupe into the lowceilinged belly of the boat. After just five minutes, we’re
all drenched in sweat – the cramped, metal-walled space
is as hot as a sauna.
As the boat bounces, we cling like barnacles to the
benches and hull. Over and over, I’m battered against the
inside of the vessel. “That’s going to leave a bruise,” I
think to myself. My fellow passengers are visibly struggling with seasickness; my heart is pounding with fear.
“Gambatte,” I tell myself, fanning the still, hot air with my
notebook. Push through. After an hour-long voyage that
seems to last forever, I finally spot the jagged peaks of
Miyakejima through the porthole.
That evening, we convene over tea and beer under a
starry sky. A clutter of cats surrounds the table, optimistically eyeing the remains of dinner. “It feels like it’s been
three days since we were swimming with those dolphins,
not this morning,” says Kazuhisa Okamoto, a 36-year-old

architect, voicing something we’re all thinking. It’s been
an intense 24 hours!

T

he next day, we take the noon ferry back to Tokyo.
Aboard the massive ship, we can barely feel the
rough seas. I think back over the incredible adventures I’ve just experienced. True, not everything went
as planned. That’s possible even in thoroughly-organised
Japan, where train conductors apologise for two-minute
delays. “We can’t fight Nature,” Mizuki Nakagawa told us
during the trip. Living in a place like Japan, so exposed to
Nature’s moods, takes a certain equanimity.
Back home, my world is still swaying after too many
hours at sea. From the balcony of my 10th-floor apartment, I have a clear view of Tokyo harbour. If I stand on
my tiptoes, I can even see the lights of the Rainbow Bridge
in Tokyo Bay. We passed under its steel girders on our
way to the islands. In the distance, ships’ horns call me to
my next Japanese journey.

TRAVEL TIPS

The Land of
a Thousand Islands

nat iona l ge ogr a ph ic

Tokyo

Japan is roughly 2,400 miles from end to end, stretching
through climate zones from sub-Arctic to sub-tropical.
Hokkaido, Honshu, Shikoku and Kyushu are the chain’s
main islands, but there are thousands of smaller ones
as well. Despite the country’s size, a third of Japan’s 127
million citizens lives in the Tokyo area. Here are some
tips for visiting.

TRAVELLING IN JAPAN
Even if you don’t speak the language, Japan is easy for
travellers to navigate. The Japanese are hospitable and
ready to help. As Tokyo prepares for the Olympic Games
in 2020, more signs are in English. Theft and crime is
extremely rare, and one can accept invitations and offers
of hospitality without fear. General tourism information
can be found here: www.jnto.go.jp/eng/
WHEN TO GO
Japan is especially lovely during cherry-blossom season,
in March and April, and in the autumn, when leaves turn
colour. Traditional festivals like matsuri and spectacular
fireworks shows (hanabi) liven up the hot, humid summers.
In the winter, Hokkaido’s powdery snow attracts skiers and
snowboarders from all over the world. To be avoided: The
so-called “Golden Week,” which usually falls in April and
May, and the Festival of the Dead in August. The country is
largely closed for business in the days around New Year’s.
ETIQUETTE
To make yourself welcome in Japan, be quiet and polite,
and don’t forget to excuse yourself and thank people

MASTHEAD:
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often. Small gifts are welcome but not expected. Tipping
is uncommon.
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BOARD AND LODGING: The Ginza, Shibuya,
Asakusa and Shinjuku areas are the most practical
for tourists. Affordable hotels include the Richmond
(richmondhotel.jp), Unizo (hotelunizo.com), Dormy Inn
(hotespa.net/dormyinn) and Sunroute (sunroute.jp) chains.
FOOD: Tsukiji Fish Market features countless sushi bars.
The restaurant “Shutoku Nigokan” flavours its rice for sushi
with vinegar made using a 400-year-old recipe. (Tsukiji
6-26-6, Chuo ward, Tel. 03-5565-3511).
TO DO: Hamarikyu Park is one of Tokyo’s most beautiful
landscaped gardens. Free audio and video guides are
available at the entrance.

Japan’s transportation method of choice is the train, punctual and
well-connected. Tourists should get a “Japan Rail Pass” before arriving.

Yamanaka Onsen

GETTING THERE: Koorogiro Ryokan, near Kaga, is a
3.5-hour journey from Tokyo by train, plus a 20-minute taxi
or bus ride.
BOARD AND LODGING: All eight of the Koorogiro
Ryokan’s rooms were recently renovated. Several have a
private onsen bath outside. Two meals are included in the
daily rates (about $240).
FOOD: The “Ganba” restaurant’s speciality is kaisendon,
raw fish and shellfish on fermented rice.
TO DO: Visitors can try their hand at local crafts, like
woodcarving, at Rokuro-no-Sato Arts and Crafts Hall (Bus
stop 10, Tel. 0761-78-2278).

Omori

GETTING THERE: Buses leave from Hiroshima train
station for Oda at 10 and 14:55, they stop in Omori. The
trip takes about three hours.
BOARD AND LODGING: The Yuzuriha Hotel is
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traditional on the outside but modern on the inside
(yuzuriha-ginzan.jp).
FOOD: “Cafe Juru”, owned by the Ando family, is known
for its lunch menu. It’s 50 yards from the Yuzuriha Hotel at
a fork in the road.

Mikurajima
True North Dive School offers all-inclusive dolphin-observation travel packages, including board and lodging, ferry,
professional guide, equipment and meals.
TIP: Ferries to Mikurajima are often cancelled due to
inclement weather. If you’re prone to seasickness, wait for
calmer seas or take a helicopter (tohoair.co.jp/english) to
neighbouring Miyakejima.
TRY THIS: In the souvenir shop, you can find two ice
cream flavours made from local produce: kabosu, a citrus
fruit, and ashitaba, a medicinal herb that tastes a bit like
green tea.
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